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ELEMENTARY,-

RESOD 00K LET

This Elementary Resource Booklet contains
information on 130 different careers written for
elementary pupils at a 3rd grade reading level.
The order of arrangement is by the fifteen USOE
Clusters. Additional copies of this booklet may
be purchased @ $2.00, or individualized packet
service may be obtained for students @ $40.00
per hundred students.
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ELEMENTARY CAREER INFORMATION

1974-75

RETURN THE REQUEST CARD
TO YOUR TEACHER (who will
return it to CSIU].

YOU WILL RECEIVE AN ENVELOPE
WITH THE DESIRED INFORMATION
IN A FEW DAYS. THIS IS YOURS
TO KEEP.

CLUSTER LISTING

0100 AGRI- BJSIMESS AND NATURAL RESOURCES

CLUSTER
OW Agricultural Equipment Salesperson
0)A81 ,Agrkultiral Feed Salesperson

'01AC Agricultural Lab Tester
0140 Agricultural, Plant Mtcnanic
0./AE Bee Keeper.
01AF4 Berry Farm Helper
O1AG Botanist
01AH Breeding Technician

01AI Coal rim Pr

01Aj Crop D.w,ter

01AK Dairy Farmer

\DIAL Farm Equipment Operator
GIAU1 Farwr
01A1 Florist
140 Food and Drug Inspector
1AP Food Processing Machine Operator

0 AO Foresi,r
0 R Fruit Farm Foreman
01 Fur Famer
01A Gardnnr
01A Geologist
01AV Grain ,.4er
015.4 Horse 6rc ecler

01AX enrml (,weer

0IAY er Grader

01A1 M lk mauler

GIBA Hi ler

01BU Mining Enjineer
018C Nurserynin
01PD Poultry Farm Hand
GIBE Quarry 4nrker
018F Rig Builder

018G
01CH
01B1

018J

016K

0200
02AA
0248
02AC
kO2AD

02AE

OZAF

0300

03AA
03A8
03AC
03AD
03AE

0400
04AA
04A3
O4AC

04AU
04AE

Sa,wycr

Seed ,one Picker
Soil rnhservationist
Tree ertmwer

Veterinarian

BUSP.ESS AND OFFICE CLUSTER
Bookkeeper
Computer Operator
Keypunn Operator
Offiet WoriAr

'

Recepttonis,t

Typist

COM7tJN1CATIONS AND MEDIA CLUSTER

News i,tographer
Radio Announcer
Report'r

Tel

TV Cawrawan

C01511 cCTION CLUSTER
Archi'..ct

Brio rays
Cari.a.ner

Civil tniineer

Draftsman

04AF

O4AG
04AH

04A1
04AJ

04AK

0500
OSAA
05AB
OSAC

05AD
05AE

0541

05AG
05AH

05AI

05AJ

0600
0644
06AB

06AC

06AE

OCAF

OGAG

06AM
OGAI
06A)

OGAK

Electrician

Heavy Equipment Operator
Painter
Plumber
Surveyor
Welder

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING CLUSTER
Baker

Caterer
Chef

Dry C'eaner
Fashion Designer
Janitor
Pestaurant Manager
Seamstress
Sewing Machine Operator
Waiter

ENVIRWIENT CLUSTER
Astioho er
Ecologist
Enviromnental Inspector
Envirowental Testor
txt,,rninator
Cr m Fain helper

Gin, Warden
meteorologist
Naturalist
Recycling Foreman

Sewage Plant Operator

4



06A1. Urban Planner
06AM Water Systems Foreman

0700 FIRE ARTS AND HUMAXITIES CLUSTER
07AA _

07AB College Professor
07AC Dance Teacher
07AD Theatre Director

0800 HEALTH CLUSTER
08M Dental Hygienist
08A8 11r4ical Technologist
08AC Nurses Aide
08A0 Pharmacist
08AE Physical Therapist

0900 HOSPITALITY AND RECREATION CLUSTER
09AA Magician
09AB Park Ranger
O9AC Porter
09A0 Pro-Athlete

1000 MAN11FACTURING CLUSTER
10AA Assembler
10A8 Machinist
IOAC Packaging Worker

1100

11M
11AB
11AC

11AD
11AE

1W
11AG

MARINE SCIENCE CLUSTER
Chemist
Diver Helper
Fisherman
Fish Hatchery Worker
Fishing Boat hand
Oceanographer
Submarine Werker

1200 IIARKETING ARO DISTRIBUTION CLUSTER

12AA Car Salesperson

12AB Dairy Route Person
12AC Food Store Manager
12AD Forklift Driver
12AE Model q
12AF Warehouse Worker

1300 PERSONAL. SERVICE CLUSTER

13M Barber
13A8 Beauty Operator
13AC Mortician

1400 PUBLIC SERVICE CLUSTER
14AA Child Care Worker
14AB Elementary School Principal

14AC Elokentary SChrol Secretary

14A0 Elementary Teacher
144E Fireman
14AF Librarian
14AG Mail Carrier
14AH 'Minister

14AI Policeo
14AJ Power P ,perator

1500

1.54A

15AB

15AC

1SAD
.15AE

15AF

TRANSP0c'TIN CLUSTER
Airline 5' -ord
Airport '-ntger
Bus Dri,(r

cilet
Long 11,,,,1 ruck Driver
Taxi Drier

ALPHABElICAL LISTING

0100 Agri-Bust,,, '-s and Nat,r,1

Cluster
CAA Agriculds1 Ecolp-T,It 5.1
O1AB Agricult., 1 feed Sale,c,_rv2r1

01AC Agricultor , Lao tester
01AD Agricultu- 1 Plant rechar,ic
1544 Airline 55' ,Ird

15AB Airport ':ar,,i-jer

04AA Architec'
10AA Assentler
06AA Astronomer
05AA Baker
134A Barber
13AB Beauty 0,0,ator
01AE Bee Keeper
01AF Berry fa', telper

D244 BookkerT,2r

OIAG Botanist
01AH Breeding 7,chnician
04AB Bricklaycl
1SAC Bus Drivtlr
0200 Business ant Office Cluster
04AC Carpenter
lilA Car Salesiclson
07AA Cartoonist
054(1 Caterer
CAC Chef
11144 Chemist
14AA Child Car, ,orker
0140 Civil fti,o
OW Coal Mine,
074U College Po(essor
0300 Comnunic,:.;oos and Media Cluster
0218 Computer , ,rator
0400 Construed( Cluster
0500 Consumer d Homemaking Cluster
OIAJ Crop Dustor

\_0141. Dairy Fart ,r
0148 Dal ry Rout, Person
07AC Dance is r

01 \4 Dental H, 'rest

1148 Diver Heli,r
044E Draftsmao
0!,'J) Dry Cleaoer
OCAU Ecologis
04AF Electricio,
14AD Hemet-liar %'t,001 Prlr) ,)

14AC Llementai, S,:crod If
14AU Eleoental ',hoot Tcather
O!AC frivironr,l-o 1 1,,,pector

06,10 ErIvirorr Clutter

06AL Envtrormo,lil Inspector
ObAC Extemin,,
OlAL Farm Eguip,ont Operator
014,4 Tamer
0541 fashion Oe ur
0700 Tine Arts ono HuPanitiPs fluster
141L fir,man
11AC Fisherman
11AD Fish Hatchery Worker
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AG EQuip-mENT SALESPERSON
An agricultural equipment

salesperson is a person who shows___

farmers how to use

all kinds of equipment,

tells what is good and

bad about each kind of

equipment, and talks the

farmer into buying new

Equipment.

To become an agricultural equipment salesperson, I should:

like to talk with all kinds of people

be honest

be able to talk people into my ideas

like to read about new equipment

like to sell things to people

be able to work long hours

look neat and clean

like to work with machines

like to meet-new people

What can I do now to help myself become an agricultural equipment salesperson:

learn to speak well

learn to listen well

learn how to-use tools and machines

talk to a farmer about his equipment

learn math well

> read about all kinds of farm equipment

stn

444

41 lc>0 .
k CAREER INFORMATION
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visit a local agricultural equipment sales place
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AGRI CULTURAL FEED
SALESPERSON

An agricultural

feed salesperson is a

person who talks with'

people about how to feed

their animals, what kind

of feed to use, and how

much feed to use.

To become an agricultural feed salesperson I should:

be honest and fair

be able to get a driver's license

be able to drive long distances

like to talk with people

be neat and clean

like to talk people into my way to doing things

like to read about new ideas

like to travel

like to keep records

What can I do now to help myself become an agricultural feed salesperson?

learn to speak well

learn math well

write to American Feed Manufacturers, 53 West Jackson

Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

talk to a farmer about feed .

CAREER INFORMATION
( ( mflm (vho
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AGRICULTURAL LAB TESTER

An agricultural lab

tester is a person who

doestests on all kinds of

farm products to make sure

they are safe and good for

the people who buy then,:'..

To become an agricultural

lab tester, I should:

like to be all my work

like to do neat work

be able to do the same thing over and over

like chemistry and science

be honest

careful in

be able to follow directions exactly

I math

be able to ite well

have good eyes

1/0 have a good memory

What can I do now to help myself become an agricultural lab tester?

learn math well

be a good science student

learn to 'listen to and follow directions

learn to read and write well

learn to make reports

call a local dairy or cannery to see a lab tester at wor5,

CAREER INFORMATION
OiSMIBMEORY ylloterm(diAlci.M11



AGRICULTURAL PIANAF MECHANIC

f / ;

To become an agricultural plant mechanic I

r.
be a very good mechanic

be able to work fast
N,

be able to work with a lot of noise around me

144

be able to follow directions

like, work inside

like toVix things

be able to work long hours if needed

An agricultural plant

mechanic is a person

who keeps all the

machines in good working

order and makes repairs

as fast as he can, so

that little time is lost

in processing and pack-

aging food to an agricul-

tural plant.

,What can I do now to help myself become an agricultural plant mechanic?

find out how machines work

learn to use all kinds of tools

build model motors from kits'

take things apart and put them back together, such

as old clocks

.visit an agricultural processing plant,and watch the

mechanic

read directions and follow them

tal Ito a mechanic about his job

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become a beekeeper, I should:

like to work Outside

not be afraid of bees

be calm

Abeekeeper is a

person who raises bees and sells

the honey that the bees

make in their hives.

be able to think and act fast if necessary

have good use of hands

have good eyes

. be able to keep good records

like to learn about nature

like to decide how to do things

Wkat can I do now to help myself become a beekeeper?

read about bees and how they live

learn science well

taste different kinds of honey and honeycomb

learn math well

apiar/ (bee farm) and ,taik to the beekeeper about his

job

A.
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RARY FARM HELPER

TO become

A berry farm helper

works for a berry farmer

and helps to water the

prants,pull the weeds,

pick the berries, and sell

the berries.

a berry farm- helper, 1 sau\ld:

be able to follow spoken directions

have a strong back

have go d health

like to work outside

be able to work for long hours

o be friendly

be able to work by myself and with others

* be able to bend, kneel, and stoop for a long.time

What can I do now to help myself become a berry farm helper?

pick wild berries and sell them

talk to a berry farmer
...

get a part-,time or summer job on a berry farm

plant a strawberry patch and take care of it

learn to follow directions

,I
A.^.0

t
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BOTANIST

A botanist is a person who

studies plants, how.they grows,

where they live, what they are

good for, what makes them sick, how

they affett and are affected by the

environment.

To become a botanist I should:

like to take care of plants

like to work alone

like to learn new things

have a very goodliemory

like to study to go to college for 4 years or more

like to make reports

What can I do now t$ help myself become a botanist?

plant seeds and take.care of the plants that grow

take walks around my neighborhood and look at all

the different kinds of plants

make a plgnt notebook

read books about plants and nature

learn to make reports and keep records

learn to read, write, and speak well

talk to a high school biology teacher

4.

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become

B BEE t)ING TEC ENNICIAN

A breeding technician

is a person who uses scientific

ways to he1p farmers breed

their animals,

a breeding technician, I should:

like to talk with people

like to work with animals
-4

be able to work long hours

be able to get a drivers-Ticense

like to drive a car and travel

be able to work outside in all kinds of weather

like to work alone

be able to take care of equipment and keep it clean

be able to keep records

be able to work 7 days a week if needed

What can I do now to help myself become a breeding technician?

read about farm animals

learn about animal problems and diseases

talk to a farmer about breeding

learn to speak well

learn to keep all my work neat and clean

CAREER
(PS ,, V o f inji
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COAL NiINER

A coal miner is a

person who works in a coal

mine to remove coal from tne

"t ground to be taken away.

To become a coal miner, I should:

be able to work undergroJnd all day

have a strong body

be able to use hand tools and machines
manga

be able to think and act fast in case of an emergency

be able to follow directions

be able to work around noise and coal dust.

What can I do now to help-myself become a coal miner?

build a strong body

read about rocks and minerals

visit a coal mine and talk with the workers about tneir ,fots

take care of someone's coal furnace for a week
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CROP DUS TE
A crop duster is

44,1,
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To become a crop duster I should:

be alert

be able to follow direction

be calm

a person who flies an

airpline or. helicopter

and sprays fields to help/

"keep crops healthy.

have good eyes

be able to learn to fly a plane

like to work outside

be able to act fast in case of an emergency,

be able to measure

be able to read dials and meters

What can I do now to help myself become a crop duster?

learn math well

read about plants and how they grow

learn about harmful insects

take care of a garden

study the weather .

learn science well

Tead about all kinds of farm crops

1.11 SI I I Ii.

INFORMATION-
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DAIRY FARM HAND

V",

A dairy farm hand

is a person who takes care

of the cows, the milk,

land the machines on a

_tdairy farm.

To become a dairy farm hand, I should:

like to work with animals

like to.work outside

be neat and clean

like to work alone'

be able to do hard work

be able to get a driver's license

be able to use tools and machines

have a strong body

have good health

be a safe driver

el

What can I do now to help myseV become a dairy farm hand?

read books about animals

visit a dairy farm

o. 4. ,
..:,,,

All.

=: P.$
.... Jase..'" :.6.- V.

\,-......-,......,,,,,

_..."..-71,,
, '!...!..:;e:,::* ,:,4.

learn about tools and how to use them

build'strpng muscles

write to the Dairy Council

take care of an animal

learn math well

CAREER INFORNLATION
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FAB EQUIPME NT

OP ERATOR

A farm equipment operator

is a, person who works for a

farmer and uses many kinds of

farm equipment and keeps the

equipment 'in running order.

To become a farm equipment operator, I should:

What can

like to work outside

be able to work outside in a4 kinds of weather

be able to stand or sit for a long time

like to do the same thing over
i 4.0 AZ.'44:17:7...s,,...

, be 'able to follow directions

C7-- ';60T- '.,k l!.... NOi'lr, :A...2
,le. ''

like to use tools
,,,,,

zi , ..,:, .-.have good eyes
;

7-1.. A,

.-t .2 4.1,
be able to think for myself

like to work alone

;::'4:::.$1
1. .

be honest

1 ike to work with the soil

like to run machines iji/ je- P..'..??sr

,,t t:
.1

I do_ now to help myself become a farm equipment operator?

learn to read w" el Vand understand what. read (7-Th

learn to follow written and spleen directions

visit a' farm and talk with the far-mu rabout his equipment

visit, a farm equipment store to see all the kinds of equipment

learn to use machines at home, such as a lawn mower

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become farmer, I should:

like to work outdoors

be alert

like to work alone

have good health and a strong body

like to work with tools and equipment

be able to decide the best way to do things

be able to work.outside in all kinds of weather -

o be able to make plans for the future

o be able to work for many hours at a time

o like to work with plants and animals

What can I do now to help myself become A farmer?

FARMER
A farmer is a person

who works on the land to

grow one or many kinds of

crops or animals for market.

O earn math well

e learn science well

visit farm;talk to a farmer

e plant and take care of a garden

try to get a part time or summer lob on a farm

take care of an animal

read books about all kinds of farms

CAREER INFORMATION
C urrr I dm Ilion
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FLORIST
A florist is a person

who takes care of flowers

in a green house,makes

lower displays for people,

and helps people to pick the

right flowers for a special

time or gift.

To become a florist, I should:

What

be neat in my work

like art

like to talk with people

like to pork inside

like tia make things with my

be

be

be

be

hands

fr endly

pr ud of all my work

able to stand or sit still for

able to drive a car to deliver

a long time

flowers

can I do now to help myself become ;a florist?

t, learn math

,

learn to speak and listen well"

plant some,flowers inside'and outside and take care of them

learn to fix flower displays in all kihds of jars, vases,

and dishes

go to a flower show'

read books about flowers

visit a flower shop and, talk with' the florist.

CAREER INFORMATION
`DS I Mall' ED B Y
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FOOD. AND DRUG INSPECTOR

A food and drug inspector

is a person who goes to places

that make, handle, package, store,

or sell food and drugs to make

sure they follow the rules for

good health and keeping clean.

To become a food and drug inspector I should:

like to do the same thing over and over

like to use tools

. like to read about new things

. like to follow rules

like to work with food

like to tell other people how to.do things

like to talk to people and ask questions

like to make reports

mdo

What can I do now to help myself become a food and drug inspector?

learn where my food comes from

watch people who prepare food

talk to a butcher about meat

visit a cannery

%
learn to "read and write well

learn to speak well

' write to the Food,and Drug Administration

CAREER INFORMATION
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FOOD PROCESSING
MACHINE OPERATOR

A food processing

machine operator is a person

who runs machines in a food

processing plant, fixes the

machines, and keeps them in

good working9rder.

To become a food processing machine operator, I should:

have good health and a strong bddy

have good usit of my hands

be able to work long hours andift heavy .things

be able to stand for a long time

be able to do the same job over and over

be careful in all my work

be able to take orders fromother people

work well with other people --

like to work with tools and machines

I

.What can I do now to help myself become a food processing machine operatdr?

14-d learn to Use tools watch and talk to a mechanic

learn abbUCall...1<indsOmachines_

learn to follow directionS' talk to a machine operator

study math and English

build a strong body 1

visit a food process.ing plant and watch the machines

ftwytta. ,":514.471,
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FORESTER
A /forester a person who

takes care of fore tS., plans and

plants new forests, plans how to

best cut trees, plans and directs
/

ff fight , teaches people how

To become a forester I should:

like to wor indoorS d outdoors in all kinds o

_t

forests, plans and takes

are of campsites.

like to study s. that I can go to college for 4 ye

be able to tell other people how to do things

be able to spend long hours working without rest

beable to speak to large groups of people

like to. take care of my environment

weather

r

What can I now to help myself become a forester?

* learn aboUt trees, forests, and conservation

study all kinds of science

read lot of books about many thiligs

learn Ma h well

talk to a forester about the job (call the Dept. of

.Natural Resources, Soil enservation

Serv., oy'-the eclamations Bureau)

CAREER INFORMATION
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I T FARM FOREMAN
A fruit foreman

is a person who is in

Charge of the workers

and the work, such as

planting, watering,

spraying, and h rvesting,

on a fruit farm.

To become .a fruit farm foreman. I should:

like to work outside

likto work with machines

be able to give people good directions on how to do

something

like farming

like to check if people do their work right

be able to work long hours when fruit is being picked

What can I do now to help myself become a fru far*foreman?

learn about c11 kinds of fruitand fruit trees

learn to speak well

learn to use machines

plant a fruit tree and take care of it

learn to work well with others

visit a fruit farm or orchard at different times in

the year to see what kindof woyk.is being done

talk to a foreman about his job

BEER
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FUR FARMER

A fir farmer is a

person who raises animals

that have fur which is

used to make clothing.

"Yotel r' got a full-length moil; coat.
/ What else do you want!"

To become a;fur'farmer I should:

like to work outside

.like to take care of animals

be able to make plans for the future

be able to decide the best way to do things

be able to do things on time every day

be able to work outdoprs in all kinds of weather

be able sell the snimals I take care of

underStand animals

What can I do now to help myself become a fur farmer?

take care of a pet

, join a 4-H Club with an animal project

learn math well

learn science well

learn to use tools to build things

.read about all kinds of animals' with fur

visit a fur farm

learn to trap and skin animals

glS1
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GAitIDNER

A gardener is a person

who takes care of the ground,

lawn, flowers, trees, and the

shrubs on a property.

To become a g r ner I should:

like to work outside

like to wort with my hands

like to work alone

have good'exes .

have a strong and healthy body

like to take care=Of,plants

What can I do now-to help myself become a g dener?

plant a small garden of my own and take care of it

look at and learn the names of the flowers and trees that

grow in my neighborhood

read about all different kinds offlowers, plants, trees,

and shrubs

learn about different kinds of soil

pla.nt a pretty flower garden for my own yard

make money byrbowing lawns in the .summertime

I

I
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GEOLOGIST

A geologist is a prsons.

who studies rocks both inside

a lab and outdoors and then

tells peopleabouk-what he has

found.

To become a geologist I should:

like to work outdoors

want to find out more about things I see

be proud of my

be able to remember things

like to study to go to college for

,be strong and able to use all kinds of machines

5 to 7 years

like to tell people about what I do

What

.1

can I do now to help myself become a geologist?

collect rocks and find out the names of rocks

read about rocks and'soil

learn to work outdoors

join a rock club

learn to talk and write well

.
r.
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GILAIN BUYER

To become a grain buyer 1 should:

e be'able to speak well

o like to talk with all kinds of people

9 like to work inside most of the time

have good eyes and ears

A grain bOyer is a

person who buys grain from

sellers and sells it to

people who make it into

something, but also sells grain

in the form of animal feed

to farmers

O be able to think fast

e be able to go to college if I need to

e be able to work alone'./

like to measure

like to inspect things

a like to keep records

like t6 talk on the telephone

What can I do now to help myself become a grain buyer?

a -learn math well

e learn to speak well

learn to listen' well

read about all kinds of grains and how they, are used

keep a notebook record of things I buy and how much they cost

CAREER INFORMATION
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HORSE J.REEDET
A horse breeder is a

person who raises, Kres for,

and sells horses, usually

having one speqiaktype, such

as race horses, saddLa orses,

or work horses.

To become a horse breeder, I should:

o. like to take care of hdrses

o' like to be in charge of doing things-:,

be able to work any hours, day or nigh

, like to talk with people

like to teach horses flow to do things

like to ride horses

be able to-keep good-records-

have good eyes

like to work outside

What can I do now to help myself become a horse breeder?

take care of a horse as a pet

learn to groo:,;, feed, and ride a horse

visit ahorse breeder or riding stables and talk to someone

about caring for horses

read about all kinds of horses

learn math well

t +

CAREER INFORMATION
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KENNEL OWNER

A dog breeder or kennel owner

--A,is a person who raises, cares fo ,

and sells dogs, usually having

one special kind (breed) of dog.

To become a dog breeder or kennel owner, I should:

like to take care of dogs

like to bein charge of doing things

be able to work_any hours, day or night

like to go to dog shows

be able to tell people how to do things

like to talk with people

like to teach dogs how to do things

be able to measure and mix feeds

be able to look for illness or disease

be able to keep good reco

What can I do now to help myself become a dog, breeder or kennel owner?

learn to wash and groom a dog

visit a dog breeder or kennel owner

take care of a dog as a pet

read about all different kinds of dogs

train a dog to do things learn math well

take care of other people's dogs when they go on_vacation

go ,to a dog show

CAREER INFORMATION
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LUMBER GRADE R

'4A16t

Aig......arafiat... . Lir

To become a lumber grader I should:

t-

A lumber grader

is a person who looks

at, measures, sorts,,

and counts lumber,iand

keeps records on,11

of this.

be honest 3.

be careful ia all my, work

ip
like to work with numbers

O

like to notice little things

have good eyes

have good health

be able to stand, stoop, and walk most of the day

be able to tell the difference in colors

be able to work in heat, col rain, or dust, indoors

or out

What can do now to help myself become" a lumber-grader?

learn math well

take a walk in-the forest and look at all the differ-

ent kinds of tree trunks

make things out of wood.

visit a saw mill, and look at different kinds of wood

talk. to a sawyer, logger, or carpenter about wood

do all my work very carefully

CAREER INFORMATION
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MILK HAULER

fl )
talk to a milk hauler about his job

talk with any tank truck driver about his job

l 1...4
glimmilio 411 111MIN,,
4101111 of 4 Umw

--q4D

.111
ACME TRUC1rCt?

A milk hauler is a

person who drives a large

tank truck to carry milk from-

farms to dairies.

to become a milk hauler, I should:

like to drive for many hours at a time

be able to get a driver's license

be able to keep good records

have'good use .:)f hands

like to work outside in all kinds of weather

have good eyes and a good nose

be able to read dials and gauges

What can I do now to help myself become a milk hauler?

visit a dairy farm and watch the. milk hauler take milk-from the

storage tank

read-about milk and Milk products

16arn math well ,-"------

get a dririltens-e---___,--'

CAREER IN FORMATION
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MILLER

A miller is a person

who works in a mill that grinds

things to make other products,

such as a grain miller grinds

grain to make flour and animal

feed, or a wash-miller grinds

minerals to make cement.

To become a miller, I should:

have good eyes and a strong body.

be able to work in noisy, dusty places,

like to tell people how to do hings.

be able to decide the best w y to do things.

be able to.think and act fa/St

like to work with machines'

What can I do now to help myself become,a miller?

learn math well

build a strong body

visit a mill and talk with the miller foreman about his job.'

'learn how machines work.

read about different kinds of mills, what they grind and what they make.

OIS1 {OSUMI) rotiltal $11501 it 1 .0,10 Internivaidte Unit
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A mini ng engineer
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is a person whd`plans

and oversees the mining

of all kinds of minerals.

To become a mining engineer, I should:

be neat and careful in all my work

like totalk with other people

like to work outdoors

work well with others

o- like to find out about things

like to study to go to college for 4 years or more

be able to follow safety rUleS

be able to write reports well

be able to, live in different places, wherever the minerals

are alined.
TT
What can I do now to help myself become S\minig enginge

learn to read and write well

study math and science

visit a mine

start a rock and mineral collection

read about rocks and minerals

4-
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NURSERYMAN
174
v

soil,,and grows a lot of

plants and trees to sell to other

A nurseryman is a person

who knows about plants, trees,

To become a nurseryman I should:

be honest

people.

have good eyes and ears

like to work widl plants

ble to work outside in

be able to give directions

like to plan for the future

all kinds of weather

to other people

like to work with other pe-1615-11e-

like to key records

What can I dp now to/helpmys'elf become a nurseryman?

read about all kinds of plants

plant a garden and take care of it

- learn science well

visit a nursery or tree farm

talk to a farmer about the soil

-4----- keep a notebook of all the trees

neighborhOod

6 look at seed catalogues

and shrubs in"my
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POULTRY FARM HAND

1,1k

To become a poultry farm hand, I should:

like to work inside and outside in all kinds of weather

A poultry farm hand

is a person who takes

care of the chickens and
.

chicken houses on a poultry

farm.

be able to work around the noise and dust of a lot of chickens

be able to follow directions

have good eyes and good use of hands

s be able to measure well

be able to keep gdod records

9 What can I do now to help myself become a poultry farm hand?

raise a chicken-as a pet

visit a poultry farm and talk to a poultry farm hand about his

job

learn math and science well

learn to work with my hands

learn to follow directions

7
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QUARRY WORKER

To become a quarry worker, should:

A quarry worker is a person

who works in a rock quarry

to remove stones from the ground

and get them ready to be taken

away.

like to work outside in all kinds of weather

have strong arms and a strong back

be able to use heavy tools, such as

and jackhammer.

be able to work around loud noises

like to work with my hands

be able to follow directions

be able to work'alone or as part of a team

4

a sledge hammer, pick, shovel

What can I do now to help,myself become a quarry worker?

build a strong body

read about different kinds of rocks and minerals
ti

start a rock collection

6 visit a-quarry and watch all the different workers doing

jobs

learn to follow directions

their

CAREER' .INFORIVIATIO;S
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R I G BUILDER

A rig builder is a

person who puts together,

repairs, and takes apart

steel rigs or derricks used

in drilling gas and oil wells.

To become a rig builder, I should:

like to work outside in all kinds of weather.

like to work with tools

have good use of hands'and fingers

be able to follow directions!.

'be able to work In high place's

like to use machines

be abfe to drive,

have a strong body

What can I do now to help myself become a rig builder.?

learn to follow directions 0,

learn to use hand tools,:such as a hammer, wrench, and

screwdriver

read about and oil wells ,

38 make a scrapbook of pictures of well-drilling rigs

bUild a strong body,

CAREER NFORMATIQN
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To become a sawyer I shOuld:

What

S AWYER
A sawyer is a

person who looks at

logs to see how they

should be cut and how

thick and wide each

cut should be, then

uses a machine to' cut

the logs.

be able to wqrk with ..lotof noise around me

have -good eyes and beds

be able to keep my mind on what I'm doing

like to work with machines

like to work alone

be able to work fast for a long time

be able to work with fast moving machtiles

like to work With numbers

6

can I do now to help myself become a sawyer?

stqAY math and learn fractions, decimals., and

percentages well

learntokeePmymindononethingfor a long time

read about lumbering,

visit a sawmill

and look at the trees

CAREER NFORMATIGN
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SEED (2 0, NT IE PICKER`
A seed cone picker

is a pers'oh who gathers

seed cones from ever-,

green trees so that new

trees and forests can

be started.
//

To become a seed co picker I should:

vp.

like t work outside

h. strong hands and arms

have -good health

like to do the same work tver and over

like to-climb trees

* like to work alone

What can I do 'now to help myself become eseed cone pirker?

%
.

.take walks in the forest and look'dt the diff64ent

,10

kinds of trees and seed cones

read' books about trees

learn fhe names of the different kinds of evergreen

trees in my neighborhood and draw pictures of them

learn to climb trees

talk to a forester or nurseryman about evergreen tree

CAREER INFORMATION
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SOIL CONSERVATIONIST
A soil conservationist

is a person 'who works with

people -to, k soil
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To be a---s ationist I

like to wo outdoors

t along well with other people

be able to talk tOTarge groups of people0
like to read'maps

be able to use survey equipment

have good health

What can I do now to help myself become a soil conservationist?

study science

read nature books

look at the land around me

plant and take care of growing,things

talk to a science teacher .

CAREER INFORMATION'
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To become a tree trimmer

TREE TRIMMER

I should:

A tree trimmer'

is a person who trims,

removes, sprays, and

takes care of trees and

shrubs.

like to work outdoors

have goqd health and a strong body

be calm

be able to think fast

like to talk with people

be able to fix equipment

be able to work from a ladder

-like -tb use power t0151s and equipment

like to work alone

'N

1an I do now to help myself becomea tree trimmer?

learn about plants and trees

learn how to use tools.

watch someone trimming a tree

learn the names of all the kinds of trees in my

neighborhood

make a tree scrapbook

talk a tree trimmer .

1 rn scien e well

plant a tree and take care of it

CAREER INFORMATION
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VETER:':.NARIAN
*4"

To become a veterinarian, I shouldi

A veterinarian is a

person who is a doctor

for aniNls.

like animals

not be afraid of any kind of animal

like to study to go to college for more than 4 years

be able to work anytime, day or night, in case _of emergency

like to read about new ideas

be able to work with sick or hurt animals

be able to work well with my hands and fingers

have good eyes

What canA do now to help myself become a Veterinarian?

take care of a pet or pets .

read about all kinds of animals

e
,....._

learn m '-and science well

visit a veterinarian and talk about the job

learn to read, write, andIspeak well

visit a farm and learn about all the animals there

r.

1 3,z.
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BOOKKEEPER

A bookkeeper is a person

who keeps records of all the

money that comes

into, and goes

out of a business.

To become a bookkeeper, I should:

like to work indoors

like math

have good eyes

like to do all my work correctly

like to work very carefully

be honest

like to do the same job every day

What can I do now to help myself become a bookkeeper?

learm math well

learn to use numbers fast

learn to type and use an adding machine

talk to a high school business teacher

keep a record of all the money I get and the money I spend

a do all my work carefully and correctly

CAREER INFORMATION
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OPERATOR

To-become a computer operator, I should:

like to work indoors

be able to follow many directions

have a good Memony.

A computer operator is

a person who is in charge of

running many kinds of jobs on

a computer, taking care of

the computer, and setting it

up and closing it down

correctly.

be able to kee _my mind on my work at all times

be able to think fast in case of an emergency
.

..-

work wellwith other people
1_-:=-.

__-----_ -

_ be able to work well with my.j.ads

beabledLCIand drawipgs

be a ove fast

---
15What can I do now to help myself beco-me a computer oper-Efor?

.-learn math well

learn to read and follow dire tions
.

learn to read and understand wh t I read

learn to read charts and drawing

visit a computer roomLin a local business

CAREER INFORMATION
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---=---(EYPUNCH OPERATOR

a

To become a keypunch operator, I should:
41111.

have a good memory

be a fast worker
00

A keypuncn operator

is a person who uses a

special-machine that looks

and works almost like a

typewriter. The machine

makes cards for computers.

-----
be--a-b1-e_t_o keep my mind on what I'm doing'

have good eyes_

F be-able to work alone

able to work at the same things for a long time

like to work indoors

like to dd all my work correctly

Wnat can I do now to help myself become a key punch operator?

learn to use my hands well

be a very careful worker

to type

it an office and talk to a key punch operator

learri to do all my wotk correctly-
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OFFICE WORKER

\
Ibt

To become an office clerk I should:

An office clerk is

a person who opens mail,

files papers, answers

the telephone, keeps records,

does typing and many other

things to keep an office

running well.

like to work indoors

like to work with people

like to do things for other people

4 be able to follow directions well

be neat and friendly

be-able to work 'with noise and people around me:

be able to work as part of a team

be able to use numbers well

Jhat can I do now-to help myself become an office clerk?

learn to read, write, and speak well

learn math

1 "7
do all my work neatly

do all my work carefully

learn to follow directions

visit an office and talk with a clerk

CAREER INFORMAT101\
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RECEPTIONIST

ecome a receptionistI should:

have a nice voice

speak well

.

.1,-. 1

0

be kind, friendly, and helpful

like to. talk with people

like to help people

be able to remember names

be calm

be able to sit still for a Tong time

be neat and claen

have good manners

What tan I do now to help myself become a receptionist?

learn to speak well

learn and use good manners

watch a receptionist at work

learn to talk nicely on the telephone

smile at people

lea'rn people'S names and remember them.

cAt

A receptionist is

a person who'greets people

and helps them find the

places or people they are

looking for. A receptionist

may also do typing, filing,

-and answering the, telephone.

CAREER IN
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To become a typist, I should:

be neat and careful in all my work

be able to move my fingers fast

have good eyes

like to work indoors

be friendly

like to do the same work over and over

like to follow directions'

TYPIST

A typist is a person

who types letters and other

papers and takes care of the

typewriter in an office.

'7f

be able to sit still for a long time

be ablezto work in.a noisy room

What can I do now to help myself become -a typist?

learn spelling well

learn English well,

'eat to type on a typewriter

earn to follow directions

do all my work neatly

visit a*typTigciass at the high school

learn to use the dictionary

0
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NEWS PITOTOGRAP ER

To become a news photographer, I should:

like to work indoors and outdoors

like to travel

like to use cameras

like to work with peop,le'

be able to decide on the best way to take a picture

be able to wo'rk long hours, nights, and weekends, if needed

be able to write well

A news p ographer

is a pe selV&Tuses a

camera to take pictures

ofTWIITOrtantthings that

ha0 en and develops the

film and the pictures.

-

e able to take good pictures

What can I do'now to help myself become a news photogrpher?

learn to read and understand what I read
.

learn to write well

vr

C

bea goad listener

read books and magaiznes on photography
e

get a camera and take pictves of things thap happen. in*

my school and neighjorhood 1.

look at newspdper.photographs.'. ::: , '4.
, .

/ , . ... ,, .
Visit. the Mcal newspaper and talk wiihea photographer
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RAD1 0, AN NOUNCER

S

"

$ radio announcer is, a

person who announces the news at

the radio station, reads

advertisements, tells thee

weather, and may go to sports

events to announce the play by

play action.

To become a,radlo announcer, I should:

have a voice that is nice to listen to /

0
=

0 be friendly

be able to say words correctly

have good eyes

have a Creative mind

f ,
.

c, / .
. 1,

be able to use my hands'weil os
e 0 V* '.

8

be able to always do O ings on time
0 ,

.

-
be able to ch eilly plans fat when needed '

,,
o

, .

be able to use radio station equipmAt
.

.
.

like to read al.O'ud- with ieel46§

1..-. c) o

o °What can I do now to help myself beconie a redid anntuncer?
... , .

. Q 4--, . .
,. 1. * 0,if

: ' 114; . 1 read aloud with fedltng as,pften as I cdn-
-, 4 .'.. .

t
.

11 1 ,... . . ' k,
;learn.' to spealt.well `

. t '
., C ' . 9

... ..
0t " o .

listen to radio announcers and thcnk 'botif their voices .

, .. If .."

, speak inn a tape recorder and listen to the playback.;,
: .._,,

...
1).

O visit a radio statioN.

c
4.,

v talk to a radio announcer
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To become a reporter, I should:

like to

like to

be able

like to

be able

be able

REPORTER

A' reporter is a person

who finds out what is happening

and writes stories about

interesting or important(

happenings for, newspapers

or TV.

write stories

talk to people

to put feelings and ideas into writing

ask Oestions

to type

to finish work on time

. be .a,b19 td work extra. hours if needed
.

.
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T F E GRApHER

To become a telegrapher, I should:

A telegrapher is a person

who takes and sends messages on

the telegraph wires by using

a machine and the telephone.

be able to do my work fast and correct

like to work inside.

be able/to do the same job over and over

have good eyes and ears

be'able to use my hands and fingers fait and well

be.able to sit still for a long, time

, 'like to type

What can I do now to help myself become a telegrapher?

., learn to type
a # ,1.

° learn to speak WQ111_ on the telephone
. . 4

. I* / .0

,' send,inesAges ,io*my friendi in secret codes
C410.1 , 4

0. 8 , h !% 0 6 .6 A

visita telegraph office' .

0 .
. o ,

.. ,. . . ,

. 4 . talk tba.telegraphir
0 ! .

$ ow send someote a telegraphed n1

I
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I V CAMERAMAN

si:iiitratTale
,,,,,

To become a T.V. cameraman, I should:
tz.

A T.V. Cameraman'

is a person who uses a

television camera to

record happenings for

television shows.

like to work indoors and outdoors

like to use cameras

have good eyes

be able to use my hands well

be able to decide the `'best way' to do' things

work well with other people

be able'to follow directions

know what makes a good picture

be able to measure correctly

be able to use all ,kinds of T.V. cameras and equipment

What can I do now to help Myself become a T.V. cameraman?

learn math

be a good listener

learn, to writemell

a

, get a:camera and learn to take pictures

:read bookt and magazines on photography

visit a*T.V. station and talk with a cameraman
. ,
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ARCHITECT

An architect is a person

who makes plans for all kinds

of buildings.

To become an architect I stiould:

like to draw pictures of buildings

like to think of new ideas

.like to study to go to college for 4 or more years

be 'able to read maps and blueprints

like to work alone

like to talk to people

What can I do now to help myself become an architect?

learn to,read, write, and speak w ell

try to draw all kinds of buildings

make an architect's scrapbook

I

look at all kinds of land and think of buildings that

would look nice there

learn math well -

be very careful and neat with all my\ork

watch a building being built

k

a

55
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-BRICKLAYER

To become a bricklayer, I should:

like to work with my hands

like to work outdoors

be strong and able to do hard work

A bricklayer is

a person who builds

buildings, walks,

fireplaces, chimneys,

and other things with

mortar, brick, and

stone.

have good eyes

be able to Work in heat, dust, andhigh places

be able to work fast and carefully'

be able to follow directions and building plans

learn math

What can I do now to help myself become/a bricklayer?

learn to do things with my hands

learn to measure

build a strong-body

be proud of all my work

watch a building being built

talk with a bricklayer-

T'
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CARPENTER

A carpenter is a person

who builds and fixes things
$ rkr.7,77,4

made from wood, plywood,

and wallboard.

To become a carpenter, I should:

work well with others

be proud of all my work

like to work with my hands

have good health

be able to use tools well

like to work hard

be able to work inside or out in all kinds of weather

7
be able to wor n noise and dust

be able to follo directions, spoken and written

be able to climb, stoop, kneel, and crawl

What can I do now to help myself become a carpenter?

learn to use tools

study math

learn to follow directions

learn to read and understand what I read

visit a place where a building in being built

talk to a carpenter

build things from wood at home

talk to the shop teacher.at the high school

CAREER INFOWqATION
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To become

53

a civil

CIVIL ENGINEER

engineer I should:

be able it think of new ideas

be able to work with other people

be able to give clear directions

like to make choices and decisions

like to wor* outdoors

be able to pass a civil service test

A civil engineer is a person

who plans work on buildings, dams,

highways, bridges, and water

systems, and he sees that this

work is done the right way.

What can I do now.to help myself become a civil engineer?

learn science and math well

learn to talk well and write well

look at blueprints and learn to read them

learn how.to use 'and take care of tools

talk to a civil engineer

CAREER INFORMATION
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DRAFTSMAN

A draftsman'is a person

who takes other people's ideas

and makes a very careful and exact

drawing for someone else to look

at to make something.

To become 'a draftsman I should:

like to,look at things and draw them

like to measure things

be able to follow directions,

have good eyes

v ribe'able to use my hands and a well'

like to sit still for a long time

like to work carefully

be proud of all my work o

like to work indoors

What can I do to help myself become a draftsman?

' learn math well

learn to use tools to measure

. be careful in all my work

learn to follow directions

watch how things work
- -

learn to draw

talk to a draftsman

' look at little things and. try to draw them

learn 1..o_ read well

CAREER INFORMATION
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ELECTRICIAN

o become an, electrician, I should:

Al electrician is a person

who puts in, fixes, and

tests electric wiring in

homes and other buildings.

be able to read blueprints and drawings

be able to do math fast and well

. have good eyes for telling colors,

like to work with very small things

have good use of my fingers, hands, arms,

be able to climb and work in high places

be able to work in small tight places

like to work indoors

What can I do now to help myself become an electrician?

feet and legs

learn math well

learn to read and understand what I read

learn to read blueprints, maps, and charts

learn to use small tools

talk to an electrician

read booke about electricity

study science
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To become a plumber, I should:

like t ;ork alone

be honest

have a strong body

PLUMBER
A plumber is a person who

knows how to put in, fix,

.and take care of pipes that

carry water, steam, and gases

in.homes and other buildings.

have good eyes

have full use of arms, hands, anf fingers

be able to work in small, tight places for a long time

be able to work .doors and Out

be able to read blueprints and drawings

like to decide the best way to do tAngs

What can I do now to help myself become a plumber?

learn to use tools

study math

learn to read blueprints, maps, and charts

visit a plumbing shop

learn to follow directions

talk to a plumber about the job
J
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'A.surVeyoi- is:a person.
1

L.

.
-,

.

, \
who looks at ansfmapsThut the e

6

*

t
Ji,nes that' divide land, ro-ads, ° %. .

''.

A
e . % :,

and 1?Lii4d?ngs. I

a

t
a surveyor I should:

have good eyes

like to work outside

'be able to read maps and charts

& be able to make easy drawi..ngs of land, roads,.andc

bUildifIgs
Car

' make reports and4keep records well
-c

be able to use tools to measure

.)

That can I do now to help myself become a surveyor?

be careful.to do my:work correctly

learn math well.

work with.other people

make reports on things

.,;draw pictures,of land, roads andbuildings

...learn to head well

I learn to read maps and charts

'call a surveyor and talk to him''1,
o

"No

.

16

O

.visit places where new iiuildjngs, are being made
4 0
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Yo becohe a welder, I should:

4.

A welder is a person 1

e/

who welds etal together

/

Living many kinds of welding

machines.

like to work with machines

be able to think for myself and decide the best.way to do

something

have good usof eyes and hands

be able to work with danger around me such as, smoke,

Shock, andon high places

'be able to-bend and stoop for a long time

have good health. and a strong body

be able to work ip hot and noisy places

,
What can I do not to help myself become a welder? 4

learn math well

learn to 'read and understand what I read

. learn to follow directions

learn to rup machines

visit a machine shop

talk tq a welder about the job

tall: the shop teacher at the high schoql
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To becom a painter,

C

A painter is a
4

parson who knows about

paint and other

I should:

be honest

be ableto work hard

have full use iof arms and legs

i -, have good eAs' for ife1 1 i ng colors ,
I. .

? .1

.
'be able to ivork,indoors lin al r kinds of weather

. ..*
bee e to work in, high pl aces '-'

.:Q`

.

I j 0

be able to work a;oUrid the ,smell of paint., . ..

i .
.

, .
. ... . .

4, What can I do now to help myself become a painter ?'
'. . i

-t . .' .
. ':paint things around my house 0

.. .,
. *. .

, ... .
°

S

. stu*y art . .. II 10

0 . t
-» 0

learn how- to use' and take' dare 'of pai nil n9 -tools, suet
.

, . .
,

as brushes arid rollers .. e .
. ..,.. . ., . ..

. . t.visit a paint supply store and look at thp color charts*
4 . %

JR 0
.

.

talk witharf5ainfer
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/ /I heavy equipment, operptor
.

Is a person who runs machines

that lift or move things, such as

0

aa

.0 .

q tractors, "bulldozers, cranes.

graders, and concrete xers.
t

To be'comeI'a °heavy equipment operator I should:
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have neat anti clean `work habits
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B AKER:,

A baker is a person
c?

who bakes bread, pids.
a

°pastries, and other baked

0
0

.z . to

9 goods, and takes card of

materials and equipmegt

in the bakery. . 0
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CATERER
e

0

0

-

Acaterer is a.person
.

who plans
1..

menut °and serves
....,1.

. .0

food for groups of People
'k..,/ .

at dif'fe'ent polaces..
,...

-. 0
. ,.

.
..

0

I.

,i: , 6 0

. 0 . k .
0

o betome'a caterer, I should:

.0 .
..

. , .

O. be good at making p.hans
,. 4 .0

a , o , ' -'

. . a
o . . ti

... .. ..like to work with food'
. ..

. .41,
. % . .

. -

.
...' work well wi th others- ° 0.. /

O o e . ' 1/4

know many different ways to'prepare food. ' . O.:.

oo.

..r

.
.ibe able'tb.work at different tir*ssof'1,10 A01, 0,1/

.. r

. .. .* . ,
..,el. ,,,, 'be ale, to judge amounts of food that are'needed for,different

0 1., . . 0. .'

s .*

o. a q .
es numbers of people .,

.0, -. .

be able to tell other people howto do things

0

O

cc

like to travel

What caril do now tp helpoyself become a caterer?

worken party planriing'groups for school or church

give parties for friends and take care gf all the food

lea'rn to cook

visit'a catering cdmpany

. 16arn, math well a

I ^

1

.

c

.

..
clo
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To become a chef, I should:

be able to follow

Wliat.can

directions carefully

work well withothees

be clean and neat in my work'

read weiloapd understand what I read.

have a good sense of taste and smell
- 4

like to follow plans for my°work

be able tcrstand on mrfeet most of the day

have good use° of hands, arms, and legs

be able to lift heavy post

e
I do now to herp,myself become a chef?

learn to read'and follow recipes

learn, math well

e. learn to measure

learn 6 use kitchen tools, stove, and oven

talk with the school cafeteria cooks

a

cook some meals at /home

CAR

1

9

A ckef is a person

who is in...charge of all

;

the codking.andothe people

who help in thekitthen
o

in a place that serves

food to other people.
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To become

D.R.Y C I 1 ANEB

Adry cleaner is-a

, person who removes spots

and stains from all kinds

of clothes and fabrics to

make them fresh and clean.

.a.'dry cleaner, I should:

be proud of all my work

be honest

have good health

have good eyes and hands

like to work with my hands

like to do the same thing over and over

be able to stand up for most of the day.

be able to follow directions

be able'to Work where it is very warm

What can I do now to help myself become a dry cleaner?

4garn math

become a good reader

learn about different kinds of fabrics and clothes

3:3

visit a dry cleaners A=

learn to follow directions

do all my work neatly and carefully

CAREER INFORMATION
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SEAMSTRESS

A seamstress is a

person who sews together

pieces of material to

make things, and also

mends, hems, and repairs

things made from fabrics.

To become a seamstress, I should:

like to work alone

like to do the same thing over and over

have good eyes

like to work with my hands

be able to see colors well

like to work with things rather than people

be able to use my hands and fingers well

be able to work with noise around me
.

be able to work while sitting or standing for a long

time

like to work on onethIng for a long time

What can I do now tp help myself become a seamstress?

;INMENNNEMM

MENEMIIMMIS

learn math well

learn how to use a sewing machine

learn to follow directions
"'

visit a sewing factory ancitalk With a seamstress

make some of my own clothes

mend my own clothe!:

.

)ancAll

CAREER INFORMATION
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;ESTA U R AN T MANAGER-

.4
a person Who is in

A restaurant manager

charge of the cooks, the

waitresses, and the ordering

f supplies at a restaurant.

To become a restaurant manager, I should:

be able to make pelple feel good about doing work

be able to work long hours; nights,, and weekends when

needed

be able to get along well with other people

like people

be friendly

be able to make plans for the future and follow theR

be able to keep good records

see, hear, and speak well ,

What can I do now to,help myself become a restaurant manager?

1.

talk with the manager of a restaurant

talk to waiters and waitresses about their bosses

visit a lot of different restaurants and see what

I like best about each one

learn math well

learn to speak well

CAREER INFORMATION
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F AS. H IO N D E NER
%),' k

14;
'T.

if

A fashion designer

s a person who draws the

designs, selects the fabrics,

sand oversees the making of

4
1
new clothing.

To beco e a fashion designer, _I should:

like to do art work

\ be good at sewing

ltke tolook at new fashions

be able to work hard

get along well with other people

have good eyes and hands_ _

be able to work fast

be able to decide how to do things

be calm

What can I do now to help myself become a fashion designer?

learn to sew

try to design and make my own clothes

visit an art museum to study the designs and colors

in pictures

Make drawings of clothes

keep a fashion scrapbook

visit a clothing company and talk to designer f

,, d

REER INFORMATIO
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JANITOR

To become a janitor I shoed:

A janitor is a person

who kee s buildings clean and

keeps heating and 'cooling inside

"buildings working rigli'16

like to da"the same job over and over

like to work by myself

be honest and friendly

have good health and a strong back

3
ttt

What can I' do to help myself becoMe a janitor?

' learn to use and take care'of cle'aning tools

leenNto take care of lawns

earn to take care of gardens

watch my mother ^ our home clean

watch my school janitor4t work

talk to a janitor about his job

CAREER INFORMATION
Cswoe Education -..tvica
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WAITER or WAI TRES'S

A waiter (boy) or

waitress girl) is a

person who serves food

and drink to-People in

hotels andrestaurants.

To become a waitery waitress, I should:

be able to follow directions

be cheerful and friendly

be calm even if -I am in a hurry

be able to be on my feet for many hours

'be able to carry trays and dishes carefully and quietly

be able to carry heavy loads

like to be around people

have good arms and 1

1 e to work indoors

be neat and clean

like to do the same job over and over

be able to -work in the evening and on weekends

What' can I do now to telp myself become a waiter or waitress?

)

learn to speak well

learn to follow directions

carry food to the table, serve the food, and clear

table at home

study math and learn how to make change with money

watch a waiter'or waitress in a restaurant

talk with a wafter or waitress

CAREER INFORMATION
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SEW LNG MACHINE- ()PERM OR

\

To become a sewing machine operator I should:

A sewing machine operator

is a person who uses a large

hbavy sewing machine, '<flows

how to thread the machine,

make it run, and knows how to

put the C1-6th through to s6W it

corrtqly.

--- be able to follow directions, spoken and written

h. "good eyes for telling colors

be able to work fast

like to sew and w6rk with cloth

. be able to do the same job over and aver

be able to sit still for a long time

have good 4nOerS for feeling cloth

What can do now to help myself,become a seWinglilachine operator?

learn to read and understand what `I read14.

learn to sew by hand and by machine at home

learn to thread a sewing machine

. make a fabricscrapbOok with ell kinds and colors of cloth,

visit a sewing factory
4.)

. talk to the,home economics teacher at the high school

CAREER INFORMATION
Covor 1...duration
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To become an astronomer I should:

AS TR ONOM

An astrondMer,is a

_,i
E.,

at

person who studies the;ftars,

planets, sun, and outer space,

I

then makes ;reports and tells
#-

people what he finds. .

like to study to go tocollege for 6 or more years.

like .math and &ciente

.6 like to use tool

have a good memory

like:to work alone

have good eyes

like to spend a lot of time looking af*the stars.

What can 'I do now to help myself, become an astronomer?

study math and science

learn,to use a camera

look at the sky and see how it changes

visit a planetarium: or an observatory

be very neat and careful in all my work

learn to read and write well

learn to use a- telescope

keep an astronomy scrapbook

talk to a science teacher

1

6

II
.?%
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EcpLOCIST

To becke an:ecologis'should:

like to Nork outside

'be able to work alone

to'teil my,ideas to peopl'e

like to ow. ire things ,

.

have d use of hands pd fingers

,
e a good memory--;

.....

able to works for many hchirs on one subject

An ecologist'is a person

who learns about the balance

between all things in our

environment and makes tests and

//

like to' learn new thing

plans .tofielp keep this ba.lance"

as it should be.

like to study"-to go to college for 4 years

:What can I d ruself become,en

i.ng in inS, environment

ead books about mature

4 4 learn math rand stience w,el 1.

!learn to wake reports, ihd keep records

and'/
slarn,to read2 write, n speak well

*talk to a high school 'biology' teacher'

O

Or more
.

ecologist?

6

z

.4

Is

oisTRiou-rt BY Cetitft4 St1S011(.113(111.1 VI riled4Jie Una.
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Q 1\J:Mf. E NTAL

ICN SPeEC TOR
iAn nvironmental nspector

.

o /

0,

S

t

F

To bq an environmental Inspector I'shguld:
1, 4

liketo talk to people.

like to ask.gpestiorts

like° to fol low,rul es ; '
.be able to use tools../" like to tell peopleehOw to' do things

6.41-ike to do the tsame` thing over and aver

is. a 'person who dbes tests and .

checks and reports° on how muoh

f pollution in the air, water, and

land, and helps with ways to stop

the pollution.

, like to make reports

.°like to read about new things-

What can I do ribw: to help mysel' become

'learn to read and write, well

a. , 'learn to speak'well
, .

.read about al 1 .kinds .of' things
A 1

6
r '

, I learn abbut pollaion
, 1

'learn to fol\low rules -.

. .",look for pollution arou nd me:,
,,e-tell'neople about pollution around us

C.

.

.
0 .

aft environmental .inspsfctt/rZ
3

.0
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V 0

. ,
0 .......4-,4 .7-...07!,v.T? I An envirspqmental tester isa

el
./.....;t41 so

A.) "''
,person who makes tests on

.
many

d

.141

different things to see how these

0

.
.

,To Uecome ampnvironmdntal tester

.

1 s h ourd:

4r 7 err "V
have good eyes -0

0 0
o

1 i k e ,to work-pith my bands
.4- . It. ,

. . .

e'li
p
ke to take my ,Ome to becareful in my work

0 0 .

. . 50

0

like to study to learn new thingsi

C

.

things hurt or'help the environment

0

and then reports on what he finds.
°

O

co

Not

114ke:to. write reports

like towork inside and outside

$ be able VI work in all kinds of places

0

O
O

0
.

What can Ido to help myself become an environmental tester?

be careful .in all my work

-o look carefully at everything that happens around me 04

read books -about all'kinds of things

learn to'l.irtte well

' study math and 'science

do experiments With air, wat and soil
0

O

0

r0

0

.0°
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To

EXt R I NATOR
0

0
0

An exterminator is a person

who works to control pests, such

as insects, weeds, Snd animals

in places where people
0
live, work,

and play.

become an exterminator I shou'ld:'
.

be strong and healthy

be honest, .
.

0 0 .4,

. .

.;like to talk with people 0. - .°'-
:

.
. P 1' .

like to work indooi=s and. outdoors
,.

°

/..

.. , 0;
.

be able to work in high places, dirty placps4and crowded places.:
.

c ,

-
. ''get driwr's license

6 Z

o f Po : ci

a .-
4 .1. e : t . d .0'

o . I4
o rc, .

A o be ebie to work With ehemic4ls .. . -, .

e °
; 6

° .: . e .. ..
. . .. .

m. , .
-

0

.

0.

%.' e ..."

0 .. 0 Q : A
0 4 11

0 / , OD . . 0 100
1, c a %.

Q

o8 4

What Tan 1 do .now to help myself_ becOmeIn exterminator?
. 0 .

learn reasdi ng writing and saping
0

.? *

follow'dinercOons carefully

" ltarn abput,all kinds of pests

read about pests and pest control

watch an exterminator tt work

4

t
/
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P A NICIX. FARM HELPER

........z..,,..

.: 1, -!-A-Q;-:..`r
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..,...
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.
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To become 'a game farm helper I should:
t..

. like to work' outside

. be able.to work alone.

O
C

0' "0

0
. °

A game farm helper Is

a.person who takes, of

wild gdille animals and bir4 on

a game farm
._<

.

0
0

Of

be able to follow orders Ve

0
6 have good htalth and a strong body °

. like to work with animals and.birds
.

,... ,

be able to decidethe best way todp things
°

,

.

beable to. use tools ,and rup dachinas
,- . .

.. to

,, be able to work outside in bad,d eather
. ...

0
0 #

e e

4.` ; p

.4.
.. e

What .an I 00 now to help myself become a game farm helper?,

° . o .

% k learn, follow direfttons %

e'i,0
0

.1 ..
letarli f 'i 4"

a .9 o

orlake-dect.iw
. , .

0

0

. ,
,°o

%ir C 0, . t, %

. .
f; ft yisit'a game, farm.; . .: ;

C51
(' , ft:- e .

(<-

.... . make 4.bird-feder and feeders fq4r any,,,,wild animals in mi

0 ,-neighborhOod
....

. .. .

.-
z 0 .

,

, 4 14irn to usT diffefent,kindt of toqpls or'

V 4 ' 0, t . , . . ^

., 4..,
read'Amit el kinds of animals birds
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1-0 be a 9 rne warden I should;
c.,

0 .

0

...

.

..

0

A game warden is a person

who tells people about the laws

for hunting, and fishing, sees

that people follow the laws, and

takes care of the wildlife in
O , the area.

know thp fish and game laws, of my state

1 ike,tp work outdoors ,in all .kinds of weather

hav e good eyes ,: good ears, and good 'health

.pay attentionNto' littlkthings ,
,

r

. be strong and like to work herd
0

I.ikp to 'talk .to people-and tell "them how tp werk

413

.

be, abl e:tsk.u4.4-irty.-,harids d legs , and feet werh
e,

,

. ,Ii)et'Zble to .go to college for, 2 years.

O'

° '

4. .
What can I ,do now to help myself become

learn about animals and 'fish

' 0

a game warden ?

0

0 °

,, t
.,1 earl'? whqe different kinds of animal s'hand ,fish live

0
. . , 0,

,,

... : . . -
o , . ; taket. wal ics- outdoors and look at ;things° careftil 1 x .

. ,. , - 0' ' e. ,
o'

. .
. , .1

0 s study all kinds off.science.
0

0

or,

% study Englih, scienCe, math, and maps
.

O

.)

0,1

o

o

s talk to a gante.,warden
, (Cal I. the 'StatP Department of Game. )
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METEOROLOGIST
IODAY WE -WI111-IA...V$__CLEAR. SL1NN

o-become a meteor=ologist I should:

4-"" "1

like tOWiii-kWith numbers

A meteorologist is a person

who studies the weather, keeps

records on the weather, looks at

weather maps, and tells what the

weather will be, in the future.

like to watch the weather

like to work with other.people

like to know why things happen

be able t'go to college for 4 years

be neat and careful in my; work

be able to work outdoors in bad weather

What can I do t helpmyself become a meteorologist?

study math, science, 4n English well

learn about clouds

listen to weather reports on T.V. and Radio

read weather reports in the newspaper

*watch and keep a.chart on the Weather

* visit a weather bureau

* talk (o a meteorologist

write to the U. S. eau

0
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NATURALIST

\
`7.-,/ r

; .

.

' r r
at. Are .1":"

'

A naturalist is a person

who learns about plants and animals -

how they grow, where they live,

and bow they are important to people,

and makes plans to help the natural

environment of dlants and animals and

people.

To become a naturalist I should:

like to work outside-

like to do work with animals and plants

be able work al ne

be-able t as part of a team

4 have good use of hands, legs, and fingers

have a good memory

have good eyevand ears

--

like to study to go to college for 4 xears, or more

be able to work'for many hours on one subject

Me to tell my ideas to people

What can I do now to help myself becte a naturalist?

look carefully at all the plants and animals around me

. read about all kinds of plants and animals

ke a notebook of plants and animals in my neighborhood

learn as much scieice as I can

'learn to, read, speak, and write we

talk to a highs school biology teacher
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RECYCLING FOREMAN

'S

I el'

zA),
A recycling foreman is a

/4
person who is in charge of the

1"
machines and people in a

recycling plant.

21752maam.

:o become a recycling foreman I 'should:

have good eyes

like to be in charge of things

like to work alone

be able to tell other people how to do things

have-gbodius-e of hands, arms, legs, and feet

like to work with all kinds of machines

What can I do now to help myself_pecome,3 recycling foreman?

learn to write numerals and letters very neatly.

be careful with all my work

learn to read dials and meters

learn to be aware of everything going on around me

learn to all kinds of toolsuse

CAREER INFORMATION .
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.SEWAGE PLANT OPERATOR

'

To become,a sewage ant operator I should:

like to work'wit machines

(

A sewage plant operator is

a person who is in charge of the

machines in a sewage did p sal

plant and makes sure they are

running correctly.

be able to act fast in case of emergency

be able to keep good records

be able to see and hear well

be able to follow directions

be able to work alone

have good use of arms, hands, legs, and feet

be able to stand for a long time

like to make reports

be able to pass a civil service test

r

What can I do now to help myself become a sewage plant operator?

learn to follow directions

learn to wr:Ite,let ers and nume very neatly

be careful-with all my work

learn math and science well

learn to measure correctly

learn to read all kinds 6f dials and meters
(j.%)
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URBAN OR CITY PLANNEM

To become a city planner should:,

of,

bejoler
:`have _good eyes and good

An urban or city planner.

is a person who works with other

people to-make plans for changing'

the environment of a. *city.

Litothers

be able to directions

be able totell_myideas to people

like to work wit and charts

o study to go to college for 2 Years

.

7

what can I do now to help myself beftme a cit' planner?

learn to talk and write well ,

..learn to read well

read about cities and how people live incities

. take a trip to a city and thipk of things to change,

learn tc use Taps and charts

talk to a city or urban planner

CAREER IKFORMATION
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WATER SYSTEMS FOREMAN

A water systems foreman

is a person who is in charge'

of all the people and machines

in a water plant, watches for

pollution in the drinking water,

and helps decide the best way

to get and use- water..

To become a water systems foreman I should:

like to work with other people

like to solve problems

_ like to tell people ho01,10 do things

like to yatch and run machines

be strong and healthy

be able to iif;i4R.gsapart and put them back together ,

like to work indoors andoutdoorS

What can I do to help myself'become a water systems foreman?

learn, to speak well

*learn to work with tools

.. watch what happens, to all_kindse-Water urstde_

;try to help p'eopl'e solve. problems

,
. visit a water plant

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become a cartoonist, I should:

A cartoonist is a

person who draws pictures

in a cartoon style for

newspapers, magazines,

television shows,-or movies.

like to draw

be able to look at things and draw them

like to work indoors

have good eyes

, have good control of my hAls and fingers

be able to work with all, kinds of art materials, such as

crayons, pencils, pen and ink;"paint.

be able to work long hours if needed

like to draw all the time, even when not working

What can I do now to help myself become a cartoonist?

study art in school

copy newspaper comics

start a cartoon scrapbo 'of my

read books-1 kind

A

,v" 40?
! ..--..,f0,- .

IIPPP ------- ,
make posters_ P

___--
-0010,

4i-/
ency

_---

n pain --I businessE-- Ii-/
/ .4'4

talk to the high school art teach v4 A/4:
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COLLEGE- PROFESSOR

becom college professor, I should:

like to read and study

be able to speak well

like to work witt other people

be able to hejp'other people to

'like everything about school

write well

like -Co share my ideas with others

be a fast reader

like to read to find out about things

'A college professor is

a person who teaches college

students, gives speeches and

lectures, does research, and

spends many hours reading and

studying.=

do their best

What can I do now to help myself become a college professor?

read books about all kinds of things

learn English well

learn to listen speak, and write well

. read a lot and try t read well

'talktoy,teicher
.

_tan to a college teacher

1

1

----
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To become a dance teacher I should:

.

like music

like to dance

have good health

V
0

DANCE TEA(4,1EIER

A. dance' teacher, is a

person who teaches children
.

and grown-ups th4.s.t6Ps,.

body movements, balance,'

and rhythms for all kinds

of dances.

have good-balance and rhythm

like to work with people of all agei
.

.

be clean and neat

be able to work on my feet fdr.a long time

like to work indoors v

have good arms and' legs

0
What can I do now,to help myself become a dance teacher? ,

.

learn to dance , .

OP

'Y

do my best in physical eduation class

learn to'speak well

leaen to give2d4 ections,
. .

trytb teach my iireridS 'new -dance steps`

listen to ail kinds of music

books about'dancing

make up my own, dance steps to Music

i

ct

'c.

I

0 7

0
0

.1

t".
.

a
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T. HEAT 11 E DIRECT-OR -`

to,

A theatre director

r
I

is a person who directs.

plays and movies, helps"

actors say, their ,v

* ;*---)helps Flan ltghting,sceper'4'

costumes, pusit, andAal

parts ofthe show. v";

.%t

To become atheatre director, I should.4,
.

0.4 4
4 et

.° like to $ee':plays and movies
.

i

schoOl
I.

O

like to help with p lg; in illy
- .

.

<` like Io.work.witr.crther peop4
.

Ob able to finish every job4I start
0O

d

o

O

13°

0

40
C

0
a p

be ab4d to.work long limes, even at nighttand on weekendsif'needed,
.

be able to take failure as.well as suCceM

kriow about all parts of:the:theatre, such a'S costumes, scenery,

I

and lighting

.

What can I dothow.to help myself become a theatre director?

learn to speak well

read plays

watch all the plays and movies I can

e join a drama club.

put on'plays with my friends

make scenery for plays

make costumes for plays

s

talk to the high school drama teacher

read books .about plays, stage draft, and costumes

t.

a

C

0

_L'

C

e

p

-4-"
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A dental hygienist

0 .

0

is a person who cleans teeth,
,

°-takes X-rays of teeth, and,

0

,...L.,1. I 4 -, ,,,.

\ t i 1.1 1-

1 : Iv 4 i**,. i,---.......a
.,
a 1, zz,

derrtal liyy 1 eni S.t, , I ;shoul d:

0

To become

0

a

es

D

;aye goo eyes
g

shows people ho li to take care

of their teeth. ,

a

be al e to well .wi th mi hands
0

. be able to work with small tool s.

iik to work w th .people

wane to help people

have goo( health

be able to follow directions

be able" to staT9d up for a long' ilme

polite and gentle viith other 'people
.

001

0

What can I do now to help myself became a dental hygienist?

;leap) to read and understand wiiat.1 read'

0

O learn to follow diçections
, , .

learn about teeth and how to care for,them

visit I a dentist
. 1

. wa fell and talk to
.
apdental hygienist

...- 4.0., ......S..
0
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Ni f,J I) 1 A I, TE.,( 11 NOLOG
r

.'
4
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S
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--3
A(dical technologist

if sz,,,./ e'''. 1 31,,

. ij 0

1 L
l 4 iii t .'4 ,' 4 , .is a person who does different

.-1.. -- k.i=
. ,

.1

: , ",4"---, ; tests in'a lab to help the
14, ---i I (4 .

h

4

tyz-..

-
e doctor find and treat sickness.

4
4 r ./"-* t Att.e.14:"°.'.4..""m'4"...

Cr l''',,.._
o 0

-...'.

To become a medical technolnqisV, I shoZ1d:

be honc::,;t

IC,

be proud orall my Nork 9

'wo'n1, to 61p otilfer people

be able co work alone,and as part of a team

have goon health

have good eyes

be neat and clean

like to be carefulvid correct in all my woh

be able to use my eyes for4long time

like to work inside
.

like-to work'-with cheNicalS and small -ecillipment

What can J do now to h-ilp myself become a medical Technologist?'

*

learn to read and understand what J read

. learn math and science well

visit a hospital

talk with .f.t medical technologist

- tie careful and correct in all my work

- learn English well

learn to follow ections.
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To become

7N,1) ilS E:S A I Df

a nurses aide, I should:

like to help sick people

be cheerful and friendly:.

be able to follow directions

.0 .1

, 01'be calm

have good health ha

like and uncle tand al

A nurses aide is a person

who helps the nurses .and ,

people in a hospital or ursing°

home by doing many kinds

ofjobs, such 4s changing.beds,

feedIng'people, bathihg people,4

.
keeping charts, and cleaning

equipment.

7.

:

ot people.

: be str6 and able it ift and move people'

work-While on my ee.e for a long tine

8
,

0

re O 2
of

What.can I do now to hel' myself becpMe-.i nurses de? If
0,

*
C

take .re of people in my fami, theare stick

C,

0

...7 ., ,
.0 ..,

..r.. .
do volunteer work at a hospital

ee .
,

0 :.1 . .
legrn'first-aid ipd make a f st-,aiEktt

,

,,,

; t ., . ,;- ".
,,.

f

0 vi4It a hospitAIT-andta to a nurse aici,

read
0

boas about .nurses'and nursing,' :7t.
,,

....e., ...,

, ..
. , 1,,,,,,, .. . .

a .. .
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:P.FIATAAC I ScT

kpharmacist is a

,person who-mixes drugs

and, medicines to follow.

a' doctor's directions.

',for a patient;

To become a pharMacist, I should: g

O

like science And math

'-1,ike to; work indoorg

be honest

°
, tike to help people -

0
ellke' to learn new things

.

..,

. have good eyes and a good nose
.. '.,

... .

be able to stand in one place for,
6

a long. time
.. ,

1:1*e ablrto measure'well
. a

0
...i . g i .

4 ?' .1 , '
. be able to keep good records` .'

.., "0.

be able totell other -people' how to do tiTings
[.

.. 1 °.. . be-able to fbflow directions6.. ..4, . ...
i . .

What' can J do now to help myself beCome a pharMacist? ,

% ..
0

.. .
, '. ca0 b . 0j

o
1

. learn science and math well :

4 . :
a

*' ' : learn' to measure corTectLy . -t. ,' . . .

:

O

e

4

read books about drugs and wedicines

Visit a.pha'rthacy or drugstore

tal.k.tb a4narmatist.

A4

learn to ,follow direct4ons well
.b

tl

'a

O
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. PHYSICAL. THERAPIS'
-

;

z

.

-
...1..01.

ir*

A physical therapist

is a person who helps.

people re-learn to use their

irms, legs, and other parts

of their body after' an accident

or illness.

To become a physical therapist, I slhould:-

have good eyes and ears

have a lot of energy

be cneerful and friendly

have good health and a strong back

be able to use my hands, arms, and fingers well

like to help people

like to work with all kinds and all ages of people

be able to follow directions well

be able to sOak well and write well to keep good records

be able to stand for a long time

What can I do now to *help myself become a physical therapist?

learn to follow directions carefully

learn to work with others

learn health and science well

visit a hospital therapy room

talk to a Physical therapist

CAREER IN 1'4ORNIATI ON
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MAGIC IAN

To become a magician, I should:

like mystery an drama >1-

A magiciamis a

per5on who does tricks

that seem like magic

to other people.

like to do things-With a lot of people watching me

be able to use My hands and fingers fast

have very good eyes and ears

be able to read and follow directions

like to trick people

be able to keep a secret

What can I do now to help myself become a magician?

learn to speak well

read books about magic

do simple magic tricks for my family and friends

learn to play cards

learn to tie all kinds of knots

I 74"6"'"'"-',1Y 7tk

Ah. &&Vs--

go to a magic show

CAREER INFORMATION.
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To become a park ranger I shou

;like to help people have a good time

PARK RANGER

(
A park ranger is a- person

who takes care of'a state or

national park and all the plants,

animals, and peo le in the park.

(

1J

like to live in the cou n try

like to work outside

like to work with plants and ani

have a strong and healthy body

have good eyes, ears, andno

like to talk to people

be. ab4 e to get a driver license

..be abl L to think and t fast-im c4 e of emergency

What can I do °cc to help myselfdbecome a park ranger?

go camp g as much as I can

visa state and national pArks

d books about state and -national parks.

ead about all kinds of plants and animals

learn first-aid

eg.

' talk orwrite to a park ranger

learn to read and speak well

CAREER ][1TF11(:)"11/6i7171[(:)11.
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To.become a pro athlete, I shbu :

have a strong body

be skillful with myll

O-ATHL ET E

'A pro (professional)

athlete is a person who

plays a team or individual

sport, and gets paid for it.

egs, feet, s, and arils

have excellent eyes! nd ears

be able to think f4

like to travel

be able to work away

like sports

like to be outdoors

like to try rd to in

be able to work well

What can I do now to help mysel

learn everything I ca

build a strong and he

take part in all the

practice ball skills\a.

talk with a coach Or

watch all the pro,sp

read about proAth)q

from home a lot

with others

9

become a-pro athlete?

in physical education class

lthy body

ports I can

d running

p ysical education teacher

-5 on TV

and ;heir lives

111
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POR FER

A porter is a person

who carries baggage for

other people at a hotel, bus

station, train station, or

airport.

To become a porter, I should:

like to-do the same job over and over

be able to work at night and 9n weekends

like to keep things c'l'ean and in order

have a strong back to lift and cagy heavy things

be able to stand or walk for a long time

be able to work indoors or outdoors-i11211 kinds of weather

like to do things for other people

be polite

What can I do now to help myself become-a porter?

learn to speak well

build a strong body

be friendly to all kinds of people

.1

watch a porter work at a bus, train airline station

talk with a porter about the job

CAREER INFORMA. ION
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ASST BLED

An assmbler.=4-saperson--

wilo puts together parts of

all kinds to help make a final

product in a factory assembly

line.

To become an assembler, I should:

be able to work fast with my hands and fingers

be able to use small tools

like to do mechanical work

like to work indoors.

like to do the same job over and over

be able to stand still all day
A

be able to work at a fast and even speed

work well with other people

What can I do now to help myself become an assembler?

learn to use small tools

study math

take things ap;rt and put them back. together, such as old clocks

learn to follow directions

put model kits together

visit a factor d watch the. assembly line

CAREER IN FORMATION-
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To become a machinist, I should:

like to do many kinds of jobs

MACMNIST

A machinist

is a person who

makes and fixes metal parts,

tools, and machines.

be able to keep my. mind on my work for a long time

like to be careful and correct in all my work

have good eyes

be proud of all my work

.----be-able to read blueprints and follow directions

be able to work around dust and noise and flying bits of metal

be able to stand still for a long time

What can I do now to help myself become a machinist?

learn to read and understand what I read

learn to read and follow directions

be very- careful and correct in all mTwork

study math

learn about shapes and forms

visit a machine shop

to to t high schbol shop teach&

1--

vi t a high school shop class and mechanical drawing class

CARE,ER D FQIIMATION
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To become a packaging worker I should:

A packageing worker

is a person who packages

things to be sold, shipped;

or stored.

like to work with my hands

like to work indoors

like to do the same job over and over

be able to 'follow directions

be able to keep my mind on my work

be able to sit or stand still for a long time

have good use of my hands and arms

What can I do now to help myself become a packaging worker?

/.1

be careful in all my work

learn to follow directions

visit a packaging plant

talk with a packaging worker

make things with my hands

4
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CHEMIrt

A chemist is a person

who studies what living

things are made of and how

living things change, grow,'

and work together.

TO become a chemist I should:

like math and science.

like to ,study -to go to college for 4 or more 'years

have good eyes

like to find,out why- things happen

_be abieik alone

be ably to'work with other people

like to/work very carefully

be ebietO'Work on:one problem for a long time

like to work indoors

What can I do to help myself become a chemist?'

learn to read and write well

study science and math

learn to be careful in my work

watch everything that happens around me-
.,

talk to a science teacher

play with a children's chemlstry set

tt
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DIVER HELPER

To become a diver helper, I should:

A diver helper is a

person who helps a diver with

the diving suit and all the

equipment and stays in touch

with the diver by lifeline or

telephone while the diver

underwater.

be able to keep my mind on my work at all times

like:to work around water

like'to be on a boat in all kinds o

like to work as part of a team

be able to-follow. directions

be able to think fast in case of emergency

be brave and calm

be honest., .

What can I do now help myself become a diver helper?

read books about the sr, boats;Underwater,animals, and diving

t leakto swim and dive 'underwater

le4n to follow dir:ect1ons

/
lear first-aid

lear safety rules

CAREER INFORMATION
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is a pe'r n who works from a boat

and uses nets and hooks to catch a lot of fish to be marketed.
FISHERMAN

To become a fisherman I should:

like to work with my hands

be strong and able to d

have good health

be calm

lik to work,outsid(
,

like to do things b

'be able to start h something

/ be le- to wor .whel-e it is damp and wet
--- ,

A ble t ilt--07...- tdca:r+g 100 pound loads

z
.

/' be able_to work many hours alt a time without rest

-- /

be a lento swim

-like to be on boats andarou d water

be a >le to Wbrk as part of a team
--- 7., 7

What ca/ do now to help myself becom a'fisherman:

7";4-4;ii re d about all kinds of fishl,.`"

-; ,

le l'il to.catch fish with a fishing rod

.. '- : :. c, 04 i
, / lea n math well41

.

7.-"

.4++rJ
I 1

.7.17---,11---

leari science well

find out what fish eat, where they live,

and how they grow

learn about boats and engines

visit a fish hatthery

visit.a fish cannery

learn to swim
.

CAREER INFOB.MATION
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A fish-hatchery foreman

gy.zt '-'''4-'/- - 4 4,-....).' , ..,. ,,,,,
-.:-... ..--0,.....c: ..e is a' person who studies fish

4z,4,

S ,.

r. 4 ., and hoithey live, then makes1L.-- - .... -

',;'\ .,.....-..-.

..

,-...:1....gi,, \ .,
,,,-...........

,.
-. - ... . sure that the hatchery ,grows fish- ,...1.

,4_,,....--4,. . .. .,.. in the correct way.r

..,:b.:1-4..,,..::. , . 41-:.-`4;-,., ""'''S' "4 A::. 7 'Aiii2 64

To become a fish-hatchery foreman I should:

like to work outside

be interested in fish and other-water life/

e able to tell people my ideas

ve good eyes

have a good memory

be able to work with other people

like to read

What can I do now to help Myself become a fish-hatchery foreman:

. read abdut all kinds of fish

learn math well

learn what fish eat and how to catch them

take care of an aquarium in my home or school

visit a fish-hatchery

' take walks by ponds, streams, and rivers and look for

1_03 different _kinds of fish

' make a fish scrapbOdk to. 1 ern about different kinds of?-

fish

learn to read and speak well

CAREER INFOAMATION
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FISHING 13()AT HAND.
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To become a fishing boat hand, I should:

work well with others-

be able to take orders and follow directions

What can

fishing boat hand

is a pers n who does many

jobs an a fishing boat,

such as, running the motor,

baiting the lines, cleaning

fish, cooking, and cleaning

the boat.

be able to think fast in case of an emergency

be a'good swimmer

like to work hard

be- abl: to do many kinds of jobs

have a strong and healthy body

like to' be on a boat in 'the water

I do now to help myself become, a fishing boat hand?

learn t swim Well

fish

.,build a s'Arbng an thy bo y

learn about boats .

ke a boat trip

join a- boating club

4
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OCEANOGRAPHER

An oceanographer is a person

who learns about the ocean, how

it moves, how it affects the land,

and the air, and what kinds of

plant life and animal life are in it.

To become an oceanographer, I should:

be able

tike to

like to

be able

.

to work with others

find out about things

be in pmp qr wet places

to shay on a boat for'S\long time

be able to work outside i

like to swim

study to g

like to keep records'

d weather

have good health

have good balance

like to work outside

like the ocean

to college for 4 years or more

What can I do now-to help, myself become an oceanographer?

rr

read -stories about the sea

\

read'ian all k inds of sea animalS and p a

arn science well

learn t 'speak and write well

in all' my work

go to .the octv
ti

l go boating

make a seashell

CAR 61WATION
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SUBMARINE WORKER

A submarine worker

is a person who does many

different jobs on a

submarine.and-does tasks in

underwater diving.

To become a submarine worker, I should:

feel at home in the water

be able to work well with others

o like to work outdoors

have very good health

a be able to work in small places

be able to stay at s.ew for months at a time

be able to work when the weather is bad at sea

have good safety habits

o have self-control

be able to think fast in,case of.an emergency

be able to follow directions

What can I do not t 1p myself become a submarine worker?

learn to r ad and understand what I read

be a good listener learn to follow directions ,

take-a-trip,on a bOat on the ocean

learn to swirVand'dtve iinuerwater.
A m
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To become a car salesperson, I should:

CAR SALESPERSON

like to learn about cars

like to sell things, to 'people

be honest

be friendly

A gar salesperson is

someo e who sells tars and

tr cks to other people.

like to talk with all kinds of people

be neat and clean

be able to do math well

be able to talk people into my way of thinking

What can I do now to help myself become a car salesperson?

learn to speak well

learn about all different kinds of cars

read the car ads in the newspaper everyday

talk to a car salesman about the job

learn math well

A ^ )

CAREER INFORMATION
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DAIRY ROUTE PERSON

A dairy,route person,

is someone who drives a

dairy truck to deliVer

dairy goods to people.

To become a dairy route.berson, I should:

get along 611 with people

be able to get, up early

like tidgs

be able to be on time ,

be polite and friendly
;1

have a good memory

like to be outdoors in all kinds of weather

be honest

like to doEhe same thing over and over

be a good driver

be able to keep good records

/
ti

What can I do now to help myself become a dairy route person?

learn to count money and make change fast.

always be on time

learn math well

visit a dairy or creamery

talk to a dairy route person

CAREER INFQHMATION
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SOD STO MANAGER
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To become a food store manager, I should:

like to work with *people'

be honest

be Food in math

A food store manager

is a person who hires and

helps the workers in a

store, buys the things to be

sold in the store, figures

out the prices and makes up

ads.

be friendly

have gnd manners

be able to decide the best way to do things

be able to tell other people what to do

like to help people do their best work

N\_)

What can I do now to help myself bec6me a food store manager?

learn math well

learn to read and understand what I read

visit a' food store

talk with the manager of a food store

-go shopping in a food store and.look at all the prices

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become

What can I

a forklift driver, I should:

have good eyes

have good health

be able to use my hands well

be a safe driver

be a careful worker

like machines

have good safety habits

be able to judge distances

be able to work inside ou .617rtside

be able to work in dusty, dirty, and noisy places.

1

.1..1 1t 1 V -1-1 1 .

A forklift dAver,is_.

a person who drives a fork-

lift truck which moves and

lifts things from one' place

to another.

be able to keep good records

do now to help myself becOMea forklift driver?

learn

learn

learn

math-

to read and understand what I read

how to use machines

vis4t,a warehouse and talk to a forklift driver

learn to follow directions

CAREER INFORMATION
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MODEL

id become a model , I should:

I

. have good posture

A model is a person who

wears all kinds of clothing

to show people what the

clothes look like-and poses

for photographs in different
afrigisr

kinds of clothing.

. be neat, clean, and good-looking

look nice in all kinds of clothing

be sure of myself

be able to work long hours, day or night

be able to stand 'on my feet for a long time

like do things with a lot of people looking at me

like t talk with people about clothing

get along well with other people

What can I do now to help myself become a model?

learn to speak well

keep myself neat and clean

&have good posture at all times

read a lot of Uboks about all different kinds of. things

make a fashion scrapbook

visit a modeling agency or charm school

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become a warehouse worker, I should:

be honest

warehouse worker'is a

person who takes care of things

that are stored in a warehouse,

keeps records, and moves things

when needed.

be able to follow directions

have good eyes and ears

have good use of my arms and legT-

like to work indoors

war* well with other people'

have a strong back to lift heavy:things

be able to keep neat and correct records

have a good memory

be able to stand on my feet for a long time

What can I dp now to help.myself,bedome a warehouse worker?

learn

l earn

build

visit

learn

learn

to be honest

to keep records

a strong body

a warehouse and talk

to follow directions

to write neatly

with a warehodse worker

4
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B AR 13 ER

*

A barber is a'pdrson,who

cuts hair and may ,also .

shampoo'hair, dye hair, trim

beards and mustacts.

To become a barber, I should:

like ap kinds of people

be able to understand and follow directions

have good use of my hands and arms

be able to stand for a long time

have good eyes

like to talk to people

be a good listener

be friendly

What can I do now to help myself become a-barber?

learn to talk with andlistewto other people

stilly reading, math, and English-

wash and cut hair for my family and friends

vi-sit as .Many dfffei'entibarbemshops as I can

talk with many different barbers.

CAREER INFORMATION
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BEAUTY' OPERATOR

,

To become.a beauty operator, I should:

Cao

A beauty operator (or

cosmetologist) shampoos, sets;

and.stylesbair, and help's

.'"Apeople with make-up.

be friendly

like to talk with all kinds of people

be neat and 'clean

be able to stand on my feet for a long time

, be a good listener

be able to keep secrets

like to work with my hands

.
/
like to fix ,ter people's hair

be able to work around bad smells

What can I do now to help myself become a beauty operator?

learn to wash, set, and style my own hair

wash and style hair-for my family and friends

make a hair style scrapbook

visit a beauty shop and talk to the operator

learn to be a good listener

V
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MORTICIAN
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To become a mortician, I should:

be kind and friendly

us English well

lile to talk with people

like to help people who are sad

have good eyes

A mortician is

a person who takes

care of the body of

a person who has died

and helps to make the

plans for the funeral and

directs the funeral as

planned:,,

be able to work any hour of the day, night, or weekend,

-whenever needed

have good use of-arms, legs, and fingers

not mind workingvith dead bodies

What can I do now to help myself become a mortician?

learn English well

study health and science

be a good listener

learn good manners

visit a funeral home

talk with a mortician about the job

441
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/ CHILD CARE WORKER

a

A child care worker

is a person who p la ns.
/

and does.th /gs-with

children in a nursery

f///schoo , day care center,

or playground.

To become a child care worker, I should:'

like to be with children

be able to work with other people

be hpnest and trustworthy

be patient

be able to stand on my feet for a long time

have good judgment

like to think of new things to do

be able to plan new things

be able to stay calm and act fast in case of an emergency

have good-eyes and.ears

What can I do now to help myself become a child care worker?

play with young children

get a baby-sitting job.

visit a nursery school or day care center

learn to speak well

learn to play and work with all kinds of peoples

learn games and songs little children like

ARE. t INFORMATION
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ELEME NT AR YASCHOOL PRINCIPAL
tk,

An elementary school

principal is a person who

works with children, teachers,-"

parents, and all the peo

who work in a schools to

make the school run smoothly,

and be a good school.

To become an elementary school principal, I shoulth:'

like to'work with children

be abletoAhelp people to do their best

be honest and fair

i e to learn new ideas
, .

"'to study to go to college for 5 or more years'

like to talk with grown-ups.

be able to make plans for the future

be able to think about other people's problems

Whalcan, I do now to help myself become an elementary school principal
ri

4 ^t. * J

do my best in all school work

learn to speak 1'4,11 ,

learn to listen well

watch my schooljrincipal at work

talk to My teacher or principal about the principal's job

CAREER INFORMATION
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An elementary school.
,

secretary is a person who

works with the principal

and the teachers. She

writes letters., keeps files,

keeps records, and helps

children when.they are hurt.

To become an elementary school, secretary I should:

like children

be honest

be neat and clea

be kind

like to help people

like to talk to people

li-ke to work indoors

like to keep papers neat and in order

be_ab-le to type

be able to do math work and hand money correctly

What can'I do now to help myself become an elementary school secretary?

learn spelling well

.learn math well

learn to type

keep my desk neat and in order

talk to the school secretary about her job

learn-tO count money and make change

learn about first-aid

12,3
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ELEME NTAR TE A HL

Arr.elementary school

teacher is a person who helps

children from grades Kindergart6L

through Six, learn to read,

write, use Ambers, know

themselves, know the world,

and work together.

To become an elementar3cschool'teacher, I should:

like children

be kind and friendly

have good health

like 'to talk with people

like to learn new things

be able to speak well

be able to make plans and

like ta hel' get a

b alm in emergencies

la

follow them-

'th each Other*.

What can.I do now t4 help' myself become an elementary school teacher?

=VW'

learn to read apd understand what I read

learn to follow directions

get a baby-sitting job

offer to help younger childrenvith-their

talk with a teacher about the job

school work

CAREER INFORMATION
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FI REMAN

To become

A fireman is a

person who protects people

and property from fire.

a fireman, I should:

,be able to spend many hours away from halt

be brave

like to.help people

have aldrivers license

be able to work outside in all kinds of rather

have a strong body

work, well with other people

be calm in emergencies

be able to take and give orders

4
be able to work around smoke and fire

'What can I do now tp help myself become a fireman?
ordi ..-

,

rrr'--.- ----''

--- .

learn to follow directions .

work for a .strong body

learn first aid

learn safety rules and follow them

-Visit a fire station and talk with a fireman'

CAREER INFORMATION
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To become a librarian, I should:

like to help people

like boOks

L.IB R ARLAN

A librarian is a

person who buys books,

records, and other

materials for a library,

keeps the library neat

and in order, and helps

people find books and

information.

be able to do the same thing every day

like to work inside

be able to work with numbers.,

.

have good eyes

like to work with people '

want to'know about a lot of things^

be abICto go to college for 4 or more years

What can I- do now to helpmyself become-a librarian?

6) learnabout the school library, how to use it, and

how the books are in order

find out how to use the card catalogue

speak'and write well

. learn to do. math fast

talk with a librarian

CABEER INFORMATION
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MAIL CARRIER

To become a mail carrier, I should:

A mail carrier is a

person who sorts and

delivers mail to homes and

businesses along thesame

route every day.

like to do things for other people-

be honest

not be afraid of dogs

have a good memory

be able to get along with other people

be able to walk for hours at a time

- have a strong back

. be able to sort things fast
4

be able to work outside in bad weather

be able to collect money and give receipts

What can I do now to help mysdlf tlecome a mail carrier?

study math

learn to.read all kinds of handwriting

r' walk to places whenever I can to build strong

legs

read about the U. 8. Postal System

visit a Post Office'

talk with i mail .carrier

CAREER -.11tiFORMATION
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M I N I STE R

A minister is a person

who works with people, leads

li church services, giyes talks,

.° visits sick people, and

listens to people's problems.

J. - 4

To become a minister, I should:

like to help people

have a good speakingvoice

like to.go to church and be in church activities

like to study to go to college

like to talk with peop:le

be kind and friendly

be able to!speak in front of large groups of people

rise good English

1

be able to work with people who are sad, sick, or in trouble

What can I do now to help myself bec6e a minister?

:learn to speak wel

be a good listener

visit and talk

learn to reed

learn correc

go to ch

talk o kminister

peorile whollre sick or.feeling sad

ell and read about many different things

English

-
h and get in church activities

AREER
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POLICEMAN

A policeman is a

person who protects people

and property from harm,

sees that the laws are

followed, and helps to

keep peace.

To become a policeman, I should:

be honest

have good judgment

be calm in case of an emergency

have a strong body

be able to move fast

like to help people

be able to work outside in bad weather

/7>-1 be able to take and:give orders

. . get a river's license
k.

What can'I do now to help myself become a policemanr
like to ork at the same thing fol

work for a strong body .

a long time

learn to speak and write well

arrto type

/isit the police department and talk with a policeman

learn traffic laws and follow them

lizarp tefollow rules

be ltle to work at night and on weekends

CAREER INFORMATION
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PLANT OPERATOR

a power plant operator I should:-1

A power plant operator

is a person who runs the

machines in a Omer plant and

sees that all the machines

are doing their job.

like to read dials, and meters

like to make `reports

. like to watch and run maciines

be healthy and strong

be able to do hard work

be able to work in all kindof places indoors

like to he careful in my work

like to be in charge of something by myself

What can I do to help mysWf become a power plant operator?

be careful in all my work

learn to write'well

/ study math

watch people who work with machines

visit a:power plant

CAREER INFORMATION
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AIRLINE STEWARD OR STEWARDESS

. An airline steward

br stewardess is a person who
N

greets people going on airOganes,

serves food to them and hel

to make them feel and happy

while they are fly ng.

To become an airline steward or stewardess, I should:

have good health

be neat and clean and good-looking

have good eyes

like to fly and have good balance while flying.

bike to talk with people of au ages

be able to. stay on my feet for a long time

like-to travel

be friendly and always have good manners

be able-to-work in a small space

What can I do now to help myself become-an airline steward or stewardess?

have good posture and take good care-of my body

be friendly to all kinds of people ,

take a trip in an airplane
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visit an airport and talk to a steward or stewardess
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An airport manager

is a person who sees that all

the,jobs at an airport are

being ddne correctly

_and that the

airport is

running smoothly.

To become an airport

be able

'

manager, I should:

to think for myself

be able to think fast incase of),gemergekr

b6 able to decide the bestway to do things

know about airplanes' and how they work

have a good memory

:like to talk with and work with people

know math well

be able to work long hours, nights, and

be calm

weekends when needed
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be able to speak well over the telephone and radio

What can-I do now to help myself become an airport Manager1

learn to do math fast and well

learn to speak well

learn to write letters well

learn to bd. a good listener

visit an airport

talk with an airport manager
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BUS DRIVER

A but driver is a person

.1 ilium :4: who drives a bus, helps
la 4 11s_ 111.

people on and off of the bus,
,

helps people with their baggage
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h become a 'us 'river? shou d
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and takes tickets or-money.

like to 'help other people

have good eyes

be able to count money and make change

be able to_keep good records

be able to sit still for a long time without' moving

be able to chahge 4tire and make simple repairs to

an engine

be able to think fast in case of an emergency

be a care-61 driver

What can I do now to help myself become a bus driver?

o

'4 learn to count money and make change fast

learp about motors and how to fix, them

be polite and learn good manners

learh go6d safety rules

.. visit a17 station

take a bus trip

talk with a bus.drive.t4'
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HE I, I COP TER PILOT

To become a helicopter p ot, I should:

AhefICOpter pilot

s a person who flies a

helicopter to do many .

differerit jbbs, such as

carry people, dust 6vps,

take photographs, and carry

equipment.

have Good eyes

be .ble to think fast in case of an emergeriCy

/7
e brave and calm ,/

like to help people

have good health

be able to work in a small space for'a long time

work- well with other people

be able to pass tests for pilots licenses

What can I do now to help myself become a helicopter pilot?

. ,

`learn math and science well

learn to type

learn to speak well

learn about the weather

'read'about airplanes, pilots, and flying

talk with a helicopter pilot

learn t -e'ep records and make reports
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LUNG HAUL TP UCK Dill VEli

A long-haul truck

driver is a rson who

drives a large truck for
:

hundreds of miles to

To become a truck driver, I should:

like'tO)jorR alone

be a safe and careful driver

have good health

haul things.

be honest

be able to read maps

be polite

'have good eyes and ears

be able to keep my mind awake while driving for a long time

be able to sit still for a long time

be able to follow directions

be able to drive well in the daytime and at night

be able to think, for myself

r

What can I do now to help myself become a truck"driVer?

learn to follow directions

,

learn to read maps and follow them

learn good safety rules

read about all kinds of trucks

learn about engines and how to fix them

talk to a truck driver
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TAX I URI VER

.

To become

A taxi driver is a

person who drives a cal ,to

give transportation to people

who do not have a car and

need to use one.
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a taxi driver, I should:

be a very good driver

haVe good eyes and ears

like to work with people

/'
be,polite

be friendly

be calm in case of an emergency

be strong and able to lift heavy baggage

be able to make change fast and correctly

- be able to read and follow maps

Whkt can I do now to help myself become a taxi driver?

learn all about thetown or city .I want to drive in

learn to drive well

be.polite and learn good manners

talk to a taxi driv6r

take a ride in a taxi

lea'rn basic math skills

iearn'to read and follow maps
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